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3. Timeline: 12 – 18 months 

 

4. Rationale:  

Menopause has emerged as a female specific risk factor for cardiovascular diseases such as heart failure. 

Early menopause which is defined as the occurrence of menopause before forty-five years of age has 

been associated with heart failure in prior studies.1-3 Although speculations exist, the exact mechanisms 

that link early menopause with heart failure are currently unknown. Heart failure affects approximately 

3.2 million American women.4 Approximately 10% of women experience natural menopause before 45 

years of age.2 It is crucial to understand the associations between menopause and heart failure in order 

better target high risk women for aggressive risk factor modification and close surveillance. 

Body fat deposition increases during the menopausal transition and continues into the post-menopause 

period.5-7 Generalized and abdominal obesity have been associated with heart failure incidence in 

multiple studies.8-12 The relationship between obesity and incident heart failure is related to 

hemodynamic and anatomic cardiac changes, hormonal and metabolic changes, inflammation and 

comorbidities resulting from excess body fat.13-15 Menopause is also associated with hormonal changes, 

metabolic derangements, inflammation and lipid abnormalities which are all risk factors for developing 

heart failure.1,16  

Preserved ejection fraction heart failure occurs more commonly in women than men17,18 and may be 

related to body fat distribution changes with early menopause. We will evaluate the effects of body fat 

distribution on the relationship between early menopause (and menopause age) with incident heart 

failure. We will also explore the relationships of early menopause (and menopause age) according to 

heart failure subtypes. The Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) study is a multicenter prospective 

biracial cohort that enrolled and examined 15,792 participants (8710 women), aged 45 to 64 years at 

baseline (1987-1989). At follow up visit 5 (2011 to 2013), all ARIC women were postmenopausal and 

aged between 67 to 90 years. The ARIC cohort is suitable to perform this study because there is detailed 

reproductive history on all ARIC women at visit 4. The ARIC reproductive history questionnaire collected 

information on menstrual history, causes of menopause, age at menopause, gynecological surgeries 

such as hysterectomy and oophorectomy and use of hormone replacement therapy. At each ARIC Visit, 

a woman was classified as having reached natural menopause if they had failed to experience a 

menstrual period in the prior two years before the visit date and surgical menopause if they had 

bilateral oophorectomy performed before 55 years of age or the occurrence of natural menopause. The 
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ARIC postmenopausal cohort consists of women with both natural and surgical menopause.   Data on 

prevalent heart failure is available at visit 5. Heart failure events in the ARIC study have been fully 

adjudicated after visit 5 and there is information on preserved and reduced ejection fraction heart 

failure. There are 138 heart failure events from visit 5 until the end of follow up on December 31st 2017. 

We will investigate the effects of menopause on follow up attrition in the ARIC study by determining if 

menopausal status at the study baseline affects participant retention at Visits 4 and 5.  
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5. Main Hypothesis/Study Questions: 

1a. Early menopause will be associated with greater risk of incident heart failure. The relationship 

between early menopause and incident heart failure will be significantly moderated by central obesity. 

1b. Early menopause will be associated with greater risk of incident heart failure. The relationship 

between early menopause and incident heart failure will be significantly moderated by generalized 

obesity. 

2. Early menopause will be associated with greater risk of heart failure with preserved ejection 

fraction than heart failure with reduced ejection fraction.  

 

6. Design and analysis: 

 

Study design: Cohort study 
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Data 

Inclusion criteria: Post-menopausal women of the ARIC study. Women were considered to have reached 

menopause if they were older than 55 years of age or had undergone a bilateral oophorectomy and/or 

self-reported being postmenopausal or absence of menstrual periods in the preceding year. 

Exclusion criteria: Women who were missing information on menopause age, measurements of central 

or generalized obesity and HF status at the end of follow up. We will also exclude women with prevalent 

HF at ARIC exam 5 and those who had undergone hysterectomy without bilateral oophorectomy before 

the onset of menopause or when younger than 55 years of age due to inability to accurately estimate 

their menopause age.  

 

Variable types: 

Study hypothesis 1a: 

1. Predictor variable: Early menopause (and menopause age) measured from visit 4 data.  

2. Outcome variable: Incident heart failure, follow up time in years 

3. Effect modifier: Central obesity will be indicated by waist circumference. Women will be 

classified as having central obesity if waist circumference is >88 cm 

Study hypothesis 1b: 

1. Predictor variable: Early menopause (and menopause age) measured from visit 4 data.  

2. Outcome variable: Incident heart failure, follow up time in years 

3. Effect modifier: Generalized obesity will be indicated by body mass index. Women were 

classified as normal weight if BMI was ≥18.5 but <25 kg/m2, overweight if BMI was 25-29.9 

kg/m2, obese if BMI was 30-39.9 kg/m2 and severely obese if BMI was ≥40 kg/m2 

Study hypothesis 2: 

1. Predictor variable: Early menopause (and menopause age) measured from visit 4 data.  

2. Outcome variable: Incident heart failure subtype, follow up time in years 

Covariates (from exam 5 data): 

1. Confounders (exam 5 data): age, race, educational status, cigarette smoking and center 

2. Traditional CVD risk factors (exam 5 data): systolic blood pressure, antihypertensive medication 

use, hypertension, diabetes, total cholesterol, high density lipoprotein-cholesterol, triglyceride, 

sports-index physical activity.  
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3. History of myocardial infarction at ARIC visit 5  

4. Menopause related variables: 

a. Self-report of being postmenopausal 

b. Age at menopause 

c. Number of periods in last 12 months 

d. Date of last menstrual period 

e. Self-report of hysterectomy 

f. Self-report of bilateral oophorectomy 

Analytical plan: 

This study will include postmenopausal women in the ARIC study with data on menopause age at visit 5 

and records of incident heart failure data during follow up. Descriptive statistics will be used to present 

characteristics of study participants according to categories of generalized and central obesity (indicated 

by body mass index and waist circumference respectively) using means ± SD, median (interquartile 

range) and percentages as appropriate at visit 5. Comparisons will be made between the early 

menopause groups using Chi-squared test, ANOVA and Kruskal Wallis test as appropriate. Variables with 

highly skewed distributions will be log-transformed. Kaplan-Meier plots for incident HF will be presented 

according to categories of early menopause separately for generalized and central obesity and tested 

with the Log-rank test. 

For study hypothesis 1a, we will use Cox Proportional hazards techniques to model the associations of 

early menopause, central obesity and incident HF with other covariates. We will adopt a sequential 

adjustment process incorporating confounders and traditional heart failure risk factors. We will test for 

the presence of interactions between early menopause and central obesity. 

For study hypothesis 1b, we will use Cox Proportional hazards techniques to model the associations of 

early menopause, generalized obesity and incident HF with other covariates. We will adopt a sequential 

adjustment process incorporating confounders and traditional CVD risk factors. We will test for the 

presence of interactions between early menopause and generalized obesity.  

For study hypothesis 2, we will use Cox Proportional hazards techniques to model the associations of 

early menopause with incident heart failure subtypes and other covariates. We will adopt a sequential 

adjustment process incorporating confounders and traditional CVD risk factors. In testing all 3 

hypotheses, we will evaluate for the proportionality of hazards assumption by visually examining the 

log-log plots. Two-sided p-values of <0.05 will be considered significant.  
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